
M*A*S*H Themed Party Ideas 
 
M*A*S*H was first made popular on the big screen and followed by one of the most successful television shows in history. 
It took the New Orleans Saints playing the Indianapolis Colts in Super Bowl XLIV (2009) to break M*A*S*H's record of 106 
million viewers, reported to have watched the series finale in 1983. M*A*S*H, which is the Army acronym for Mobile Army 
Surgical Hospital, lends itself well to a party theme. 
 
Martinis were the drinks of choice for Hawkeye, B.J., & Trapper. They drank vodka martinis in their tent known as “The 
Swamp”. 
 
As an alternate, look for drink recipes with the word “swamp” in the title here: http://www.yummly.com/recipes/swamp-
water-drink 
 
Have "mocktails" available for those guests who prefer not to imbibe, or source out Radar O’Reilly’s favorite Grape Nehi 
or Orange Crush here: 
 
http://soda-emporium.com/FRESH-6-Pk-12oz-Nehi-Orange-soda-
P1961903.aspx?utm_source=google&utm_medium=Product_Search&utm_campaign=google_base 
 
Spam (which refers to the canned meat, not the unwanted email) was always on the menu at M*A*S*H and is currently a 
popular food in the Hawaiian Islands. Spam is still on store shelves, but hopefully not from the correct time period. Take a 
deep breath, reach for those cans of Spam from the grocery store and get creative with Spam recipes like: 
 
SPAM®, Lettuce & Tomato sandwiches 
Far East Appetizer Meatballs 
SPAMARONI™ and Cheese Swaddlers 
Baked SPAM® Seven Layer Dip 
East meets West SPAM® Rolls 
SPAM®  on a shingle 
 
or any of the other Spam inspired recipes available at: http://www.spam.com/ 
 
Invitations and posters can be designed to look like telegrams or military orders; announcements during the event can be 
made with a bullhorn.  To mirror the film, begin any announcements with, “Attention!  Attention!” and end announcements 
with, “That is all.” 
 
Request that members come dressed in Army fatigues or surgical scrubs, or dress as their favorite MASH character. 
Have a Klinger beauty contest. 
 
Mix in some music that was popular during the late 40s and up to the Korean War.  
 
If you have an outside space or a meeting room large enough, get an Army-style tent to pitch and use as a mess tent. Set 
food or beverages on old foot lockers and place Army cots or rustic picnic tables near the tent for seating. Hang large 
camouflage nets in strategic locations to enhance the military appearance of the party space. For a M*A*S*H* party 
staged inside, hang these nets on the walls.  
  
Classic-style tents, cots, nets, and footlockers can be found at Army surplus supply stores. 
 
If you won't be serving food, style the tent as an Officer's Club. Scatter smaller tables around the open area. Use tables or 
boards on stacked boxes or sawhorses as the bar. Put a jukebox in one corner of the tent and hang brightly colored 
Japanese lanterns from the ceiling. 
 
Put "Officer's Latrine" and "Enlisted Latrine" signs on bathroom doors. 
 
Place a signpost on the party grounds pointing to different areas of interest, such as the latrine or the mess tent. Don’t 
forget to have signs pointing the direction and naming Mooseheart & Moosehaven. 


